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Abstract (en)
This invention relates to a machine for the production of soap bars made up of transparent soap, said machine being characterized in that it
comprises a first metering and product forming zone which crmprises means (5, 6, 7) for suction of the liquid soap and for conveying the same into
the halfmoulds (3), means (14) for injecting liquid soap into said half-moulds (3); means for feeding the filme (15) making up the envelope between
said half-moulds (3), means (16) for heating the film (15) up to its softening temperature; means (4) for carrying out the operation of forming the
envelope inside said half-moulds (3) and means (19) for welding the two half-envelopes obtained within the half-moulds (3) after the injection of
the product, said first zone being thermostated; a second zone for the mechanical-pneumatic forward and centering motion comprising means (22)
for cutting the film into stripes, guiding means (23) and driving means (21) as well as centering means; a third zone for shearing the envelopes
comprising means (26) for feeding the envelopes into the shearing zone, means (25) for cold-shearing and means (27) for removing the product so
shorn, a fourth zone for the cutting of the scraps, comprising means (29) for cold-cutting the scraps and means (27) for removing the same; and a
fifth zone for cooling the product so obtained; the machine operation being completely determined and coordinated through a processor. <IMAGE>
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